ICare Group Newsletter
Message from Stephen Emmanuel Chairman
My Thanks to all of you during these difficult
times in supporting our elderly in our
communities. It is during these times that we
all must come together and support not only
our service users, but each other. I am very
aware how much you all give, in looking after
our service users in normal times, so I am
sure that this spirit of looking after will enable
us to support, what is now being asked of by
our Government, NHS and Social Services.
We are all aware of the challenges of having
space within the Health care sector and
Hospitals to treat those who are seriously
impacted by COVID-19. If we all come
together and do a little more, then we all in
our own small way, will contribute in a
positive way to this crisis.

I am aware this will mean some sacrifices
from all of us in doing things differently and
going beyond our normal way of doing
things, but if we can do this now, then we
have contributed to the communities that we
are living in, when the community needed us.
I am proud and grateful of all of you, for
doing what you do out there and for being
part of ICare, may all of you and your families
stay safe and well.
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ICare Group
Mission Statement
“To be the best
provider of
community
service to our
clients in our
chosen market
and to make all
our clients and
employees feel
valued and
appreciated.”

Bury CQC report

Bury had a CQC visit just before
Christmas and ICare are extremely
pleased to say that we achieved
overall “good” in our rating, which
is fantastic.
Thank you for all the hard work
you do when we have a CQC visit,
and on a daily basis supporting the
sites and on a daily basis
supporting the sites and depots.
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Office Christmas party celebration

Below are some of our amazing office team at
Blackburn enjoying a well deserved Christmas
celebration
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Office Christmas party celebration

Shelly and Vanessa from Wakefield meals about
to tuck in to the office Christmas afternoon tea

Office Christmas party celebration

Below are some pictures of the carers who attended
the Christmas party at Stanner Lodge
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Birthday celebrations

Birthday celebrations

Fundraising news

10 year collection for local East Lancashire Hospice

Jey from Blackburn care 60th birthday
celebration

Julie one of our senior coordinators participating
in a charity boxing match on the 15th March
2020. Raising money for Alzheimer’s Society
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Christmas raffle winners!

Christmas Raffle prize winner - Mr Alan Dean
and Mrs Janet Hitchen both community clients.
Our Blackburn care team worked tirelessly,
without sponsors to put together a total of 32
hampers, vouchers and lively prizes all over the
extra care schemes and community, within 3
weeks. We have raised a total of £1001.00,
towards our local East Lancashire Hospice.!!!
10years with this charity.
Very proud of the team.
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Christmas raffle winners!

Christmas raffle winners!

Kingsway Hampers and New Barn Court resident
enjoying Christmas
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Links View visit

Links View had a little visit from the boogie beats to
do some singing and dancing
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Links View visit

The adventure of the ICare bears

Fergus the ICare bear from Glasgow out
delivering meals today
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The adventure of the ICare bears

Throw back to Winnie the ICare bear on red
nose day
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The adventure of the ICare bears

Maggie the ICare bear from Wakefield out in the midst
of storm Ellen

The adventure of the ICare bears

Maggie the ICare bear from the Wakefield depot
helping out in the kitchen today
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The adventure of the ICare bears

The adventure of the ICare bears

The adventure of the ICare bears

Phillip the Derby ICare bear out in the sun

Winnie the ICare bear from Leicester bear all
dressed up for Valentine’s day

Phillip the Derby ICare bear on Valantines
day
Billy the ICare bear from Wirral meals helping out in
the kitchen today
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The adventure of the ICare bears

The adventure of the ICare bears

Our ICare bear Billy from Wirral meals keeping those
paws clean
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The adventure of the ICare bears

Our ICare bear Wallace form Bury feeling inspirational
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The adventure of the ICare bears

The adventure of the ICare bears

Our Icare bear Wallace from Bury enjoying a treat

Our ICare bears are taking coronavirus very seriously

Billy the Wirral ICare bear out in the sun looking at
the animals
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Staff awards

Congratulations to Sadaf Sageer from Blackbrun
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Staff awards

Staff awards

Congrats to Claire Mcdermott from Knowsley

Congratulatons to Jill Fitzgerald from Blackburn

Congratulations to Phillip Strike from Glasgow meals
Congratualtions to Ibrahim Mayat from Blackburn
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Congratulations to Amy Rennie from Glasgow meals
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HR News

Investors in People Award
It has been 12 months since ICare achieved the
IIP Award and Alison Barton, IIP Assessor
returned in February 2020 to look at how we are
progressing.

HR News

•

•

In the last 12 months, ICare have been busy
making the following changes:
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

New Care site in Wirral
3 Extra Care sites obtained at Marston
Gardens, Knowsley, James Horrigan
Court, Sefton and Brookside, Ormskirk
Staffing has increased to over 900
The Senior Management Team have
been working more closely together to
achieve ICare’s main objectives and to
ensure the business remains viable
Staff Survey Results were shared with all
sites, allowing staff the opportunity to
provide their feedback on being an
Employee at ICare
Care Induction Training Process has
reduced from 5 days to 3 days, with the
use of E-learning technology being used
prior to the Induction
Increased internal training capacity by
utilising the Apprenticeship Levy to help
build and support knowledge and skills
within care
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•

Appraisal process has been updated to
reflect good practice across the
Company
The Employee Handbook has been
updated (this will be circulated to all
staff shortly)
ICare’s policies and procedures are being
updated to ensure they are up to date
and in line with legislation (these will be
circulated to all staff shortly)

What ICare will be looking at in the next 12
months:
•
•

•

•

Continue to look for viable tenders in
order to grow the business further
All Managers within Care and Meals will
devise growth forecast plans to look at
increasing clientele within their sites and
surrounding areas
Continue to reward outstanding
behaviour and those that go the extra
mile in order to help our service users
Continue to ensure that our staff feel
secure, supported, valued and looked
after by ICare
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•

•

Staff Survey Results – what has ICare
done well in the last 12 months and
what do we need to concentrate on with
regards our staff
Provide a copy of the Employee
Handbook and all ICare policies and
procedures in each site to ensure that
staff have full access to the range of
information required for them to be fully
effective in their roles
Look at establishing a consistent
performance feedback mechanism within
the Spot Check process to ensure staff
are given constructive feedback on their
performance

I would like to thank each and every one of you
for participating and helping us to achieve this
progress.
Sue Shuttleworth
HR Manager
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